Sent via email: john@whho.com
March 22, 2022
RE: The WHHO Board’s Position Regarding Homelessness Intervention
Dear John Walker:
Thank you for your letter opposing my support for the County’s potential purchase of the 818 hotel
for use as transitional housing for families and the City’s potential purchase of the Extended Stay
hotel for use as permanent supportive housing for senior citizens who have either been homeless
or have been at risk of homelessness.
I am pleased that in your letter you express a potential willingness to support these projects once
the details are worked out and you feel more confident that they will be used as advertised, for
families and seniors respectively. Also, I hope you take some solace in knowing, as I clearly
explained in both of the Woodland Hills Homeowners Association meetings where I spoke, that
my conceptual support for these projects is based on them being as I have defined them, it was not
for any future, carte blanche, projects at those sites.
Like you, I want to see results and when it comes to sheltering homeless folks and providing them
with the necessary services to help them exit homelessness, exploring possible alternatives is a
major part of that process. That is why I have always been open with WHHO and all local
stakeholders when it comes to potential solutions and why I have always asked WHHO and others
for location ideas. It is why I called you immediately after I learned about the 818 officially being
on the County’s list and agreed to meet with WHHO even though details were limited. I always
figure it's better to have a discussion early with limited details and be criticized for not having
enough details than waiting until all of the details are clear and being criticized for waiting too
long to have the conversation.
Although I disagree with several characterizations about the process and the project contained in
your letter, I believe, ultimately, that we share the same goal of making sure we, as responsible
stewards of the public good, both respond to the homelessness crisis and ensure the safety and
welfare of the entire community. Although your letter expresses a frustration at not knowing a
whole plan of action and resources, you may be aware that the State has not yet even selected the
applications that it wishes to fund. In the event the application for the Extended Stay America site
is approved, the next step is for the City to draft a request for proposal (RFP) which will outline
the requirements for security, program operations, on-site services, and more. The issuance of an
RFP will commence a process of operator selection, more public outreach, and contract
negotiations which outline the requirements for participants and steps to cure issues which arise.

In your letter you characterized my amendment requiring that the Extended Stay be for seniors as
a “very late request” and you state that LAHD needs time to evaluate the possibility of such a
“request.” I object to this characterization. While I had been asked to reframe my amendment as a
“request for information,” I did not. I instead amended the City’s approval of the grant application
to be specifically for a senior housing proposal. I put that language in both the Homelessness
Committee version of the motion and the Budget Committee’s version of the motion so that there
would be no possibility for confusion. Seeing as other projects, for example the Winnetka Village,
have been designated for seniors I see no reason why there should be any legal problem with such
a designation.
Also, it was not a “very late request” — I put forward the amendment at the earliest possible
opportunity. Prior to the committee hearing where I put forward the amendment, there had been
no Council action about the Extended Stay America hotel. Not only was there no possibility for
me to insert requirement into the negotiations between the City real estate staff and the hotel
owners as I was not a party to those negotiations, it would have made no sense for me to do so as
they were negotiating pricing options; the actual use of the potential purchase was not a factor in
their negotiation. However, the use of the property was a factor in my approval of the grant
application and hence it was appropriate for me to insert the requirement when I did.
Until the State renders a funding decision, critical details about how “seniors” are defined and of
prospective program operations cannot be negotiated. However, you may be pleased to know that,
in general terms, many of your questions about day-to-day operations can be addressed by the
State program site and documents (here) and County FAQ page (here).
Additionally and importantly, these will not be “Bridge Home” sites and such a comparison is
unfair. Among other things, the clientele is very different. Also, referring as you have in your letter
to the sites as “housing first sites” and “homeless shelter housing” can be misleading. People
reading “housing first” may be misled into believing that these sites will not contain wrap-around
services— they will. While it is true that these sites, or any site that uses public dollars, cannot
legally exclude people who have an addiction (considered a disability under federal law), it does
not mean that people are permitted to use drugs or alcohol on site. (Separately, I have been trying
to find a legal way to fund sites that do require sobriety because I believe that for many it is critical
to be in such an environment).
Also, “homeless shelter sites” generally refers to the old model of shelters where people are given
a place to sleep for the night, but are then kicked out in the morning and are neither provided
services, nor tracked very well. Transitional Housing — especially family transitional housing —
and certainly Permanent Supportive Housing is practically the opposite of what most people define
as a “homeless shelter site.” Even ‘bridge home sites’ are very different from traditional homeless
shelter sites as they assign each person to their own bed for a period of time and provide multiple
services onsite. Please be aware that using such a term can not only create confusion but can be
misleading and can stoke fears unnecessarily.
If the Extended Stay is approved for State funding and does become a senior housing site, I will
push for a community committee modeled after the successful ones currently in place for the cabin
communities in my district. This means that I would put together a group of neighbors, especially

neighbors who either opposed the project or had serious concerns, to meet regularly with me and
the service provider both in advance of the property being occupied and afterwards. This way we
could address the real concerns that people may have and put in appropriate safeguards to ensure
that the nearby residents (including Taft students of course), feel comfortable and are safe.
As you know, I am a big believer and practitioner of transparency in government, and that includes
making sure all documents are available to you online. In fact, the request for proposal, as part of
a report from the Housing Department, for this batch of Project Homekey sites was first published
last October (see here). The RFP requirements and steps are elaborated with particular attention to
financial transparency. In response to negotiations with RFP applicants and available locations for
Project Homekey, the Housing Department issued a report showing proposed sites and costs (see
here). The Extended Stay, 20205 Ventura, would yield 146 units which, contrary to your letter,
has been set aside specifically for 100% senior housing (which per LAHSA is, at minimum, adults
aged 55 and above). I put forward that designation when this report first came before me for a vote,
at the Homelessness and Poverty Committee. If appropriate, the age can be adjusted to serve an
older population.
This fact is reflected on the relevant City Council agenda as well. I made this amendment knowing
that my district needs homeless interventions specifically for local seniors and such a site is more
appropriate to the location. As you may know, seniors are far more often the victims of crime than
the cause of it. Nonetheless, if a crime does happen, I fully expect the LAPD to arrest the
perpetrator. However, because of the on-site management and services, this is rarely an issue in
these senior facilities. Again, people enrolled in permanent supportive housing want to exit
homelessness and are one step away from the self-sufficiency of being another typical member of
the community. When you compare the potential criminality activity between the current
population filtering in and out of the Extended Stay America as it is now and that of the prospective
senior population, I think it's easy to conclude that crime will be significantly reduced. As you
know, recently there was a horrible murder at the Extended Stay America hotel and there has been
a history of drug use, overdoses and prostitution— compare that to the lack of criminal activity at
the Winnetka Village - PSH for seniors.
Separate to the Extended Stay America application is the County’s co-application for the 818 Hotel,
in partnership with the homeless services provider Hope of the Valley. The County began applying
for this project with Hope of the Valley at the beginning of this year in an extremely truncated
application process. The January 25th Supervisor meeting (agenda here) notes their intent to apply
for the Project Homekey funding for the 18 projects the County selected. I encourage you to reach
out to your County Supervisor Sheila Kuehl (here) for additional information about the County’s
decision making process.
As I have told you before, when I was first told this list of applications was confirmed and the 818
Hotel was on the list, I insisted to the County that the 818 Hotel be designated for families. I was
very pleased that they honored this request and included the designation in their application. As
the process moves forward, should they be granted the funds for purchase, there is no reason why
they could not include additional “belt and suspender” assurances about the usage of the property
for families only. Like you, I would push for such language.

Also, while I understand your fears about community safety related to the potential use of the 818
Hotel, I think it's important to put those fears in context. I’m not just referring to the context with
regard to the severity of the homeless crises and the need for every community to pull its weight,
but in terms of the specific context of that location. As you know, there is already an LAMC 41.18
zone centered at the nearby 101 Freeway underpass which has proven effective with the ongoing
outreach my office conducts and coordinates. This was a major initiative of mine and has proven
successful. However, that particular “no-encampment” buffer zone is only 500 feet per the rules
of 41.18. Should the 818 Hotel become transitional housing for families, I would put forward a
1000-foot no-encampment zone designation around the entire facility (maximum permitted around
homeless interventions). Such a zone would cover both nearby schools and provide protections
that would not exist otherwise. Thus, any concern that students will interact with the formerly
homeless families living in the 818 Hotel is significantly diminished when compared to the current
situation where homeless people of any age cannot be prevented from setting up encampments
right along Ventura Blvd. in front of the schools— something that has been a problem in the past.
Furthermore, unlike the current situation with the 818 Hotel, any official facility of the County’s
would have to include on-site security.
Because this is a County project, I encourage you to express your support for belt and suspender
family designation language to Supervisor Keuhl as well. Based on my direct outreach to people
living in encampments and in their vehicles, the West Valley is in need of housing specifically for
families. There are homeless children attending Taft high school that could benefit greatly. Family
traditionally means the inclusion of a minor child with a parent or guardian. Again, when I first
heard about the selection of the 818 Hotel for a County, not City, application I was the first to
bring that to your attention.
Additionally, after informing the Taft Charter High School principal about these projects, I offered
the leadership at Taft and the parent organization a meeting with stakeholders at Taft to provide a
status update. I have also spoken to the local SLOs about these projects and other nearby business
stakeholders. Further, my constituents can (and do) always call my office or write to me and my
team to discuss these properties in-depth if they cannot attend the prior Zoom meetings. To date,
I have sent out several dozen personal response letters about this to individual constituents who
asked for more information and my staff and I have had numerous conversations with individuals
and groups. My team also fields many phone calls about this each week and makes sure that key
concerns and questions come to me directly.
As always, I appreciate our continued engagement and ongoing collaboration to find reasonable
solutions to the issues facing Woodland Hills. While I understand your fears and reservations, I
have also heard loudly and clearly from constituents that they want homelessness solutions and
that they understand that we cannot simply say that those solutions need to be only in other
neighborhoods. As your Councilmember and as the representative of 280,000 constituents I strive
to address everyone’s needs and find balanced solutions to the very real problems that face us.
However, I don’t have the luxury of only supporting ideal solutions that make everyone happy and
carry no risks. I don’t get to choose which hotels will want to sell their property or where those
hotels must be located. If we are serious about finding solutions I must deal with the real
opportunities as they come up. Other opportunities in Woodland Hills have all fallen apart before

they even got to the funding stage. The final disposition of these two properties/projects has yet to
be determined. I look forward to working with you to help shape these opportunities should they
prove viable as well as to finding other opportunities down the road to help with the homelessness
crisis. Again, thank you for writing and for your engagement.
Sincerely,

BOB BLUMENFIELD
Councilmember
City of Los Angeles
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